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Large Language Models

• language models for probabilistic text 
prediction/generation

• typically a transformer architecture with 
multi-head self-attention

• trained on text data 

• up to 500 billion+ parameters

• BERT, GPT-2, GPT-3, PaLM, [GPT-4], …?



LLM+

• There are numerous LLM+ models, which add 
further capacities to LLMs.

• Vision-language models

• Language-action models

• LLMs extended with code execution, 
database queries, simulations

• …



Questions

• Are current LLMs conscious?

• Could future LLMs and LLM+s be 
conscious?

• What challenges need to be overcome on 
the path to conscious ML systems?



Plan

1. Clarify consciousness.

2. Examine reasons in favor of LLM 
consciousness

3. Examine reasons for thinking LLMs aren’t or 
cannot be conscious.

4. Draw conclusions and build a roadmap.



Defining Consciousness

• As I use the terms: consciousness = 
sentience = subjective experience

• A being is conscious if there is something 
it’s like to be that being, i.e. if it has 
subjective experience.





Conscious Experiences

• Consciousness includes:

• sensory experience: e.g. seeing red

• affective experience: e.g. feeling pain

• cognitive experience: e.g. thinking hard

• agentive experience: e.g. deciding to act

• self-consciousness: awareness of oneself



Sentience: Other Uses

• Sentience = response to environment 

• Sentience = affective consciousness = 
(happiness, pleasure, pain, suffering, …)

• Sentience = self-consciousness





What Consciousness Is 
Not

• Consciousness (subjective experience) ≠ 
intelligence (sophisticated behavior).

• Consciousness ≠ goal-directed behavior

• Consciousness ≠ human-level intelligence 
(many non-human animals are conscious)



Assumptions

• I’ll assume that consciousness is real (not 
an illusion).

• My discussion won’t turn on accepting the 
hard problem of consciousness, 
panpsychism, etc.

• I’ll work from mainstream views in the 
science and philosophy of consciousness.



Evidence for 
Consciousness

• There’s no accepted operational definition 
of consciousness (it’s subjective experience, 
not external performance).

• But evidence for consciousness is still 
possible, e.g. verbal reports (in humans), 
behavior (in animals), the Turing test (in AI 
systems).



Challenge: benchmarks for (aspects 
of) consciousness?



Why Does AI 
Consciousness Matter?

• Conscious systems have moral status:

• if fish are conscious, it matters how we 
treat them; same for AI

• Conscious AI will be one step on the path 
to human-level AGI.



Challenge (ethics): Should we create 
conscious AI?



Plan

1. Clarify consciousness.

*2. Examine reasons in favor of LLM 
consciousness

3. Examine reasons for thinking LLMs aren’t or 
cannot be conscious.

4. Draw conclusions and build a roadmap.



Are Current LLMs 
Conscious?

• Challenge: If you think current LLMs are 
sentient, articulate a feature X such that

(1) LLMs have X

(2) If a system has X it probably is 
sentient.

and give good reasons for (1) and (2).



1. X = Self-Report



On the Other Hand…
[GPT-3 generated]



Challenge: Build LLM+ that describes 
non-trained features of 

consciousness.



2. X = Seems-Sentient

• On interacting with LLMs, some people (e.g. 
Lemoine) find them to be sentient.

• But we know the human minds tends to attribute 
sentience where it’s not present.

• E.g. primitive AI systems like Eliza.

• So this reaction is little evidence: what matters is 
the behavior that prompts the reaction.



3. X = Conversational 
Ability

• LLM’s display remarkable conversational 
abilities.

• They give the appearance of coherent 
thinking and reasoning, with especially 
impressive causal/explanatory analyses.

• Current LLMs don’t pass the Turing Test, 
but they’re not so far away (akin to 
sophisticated young child?).



3a. Domain-General 
Abilities

• LLMs show signs of domain-general 
intelligence, reasoning about many domains.

• Domain-general use of information is often 
regarded as a sign of consciousness.





Initial Evidence

• Two decades ago, we’d have taken LLM 
abilities as evidence that the system is 
conscious.

• Maybe that evidence can be defeated by 
something else we know (e.g. LLM’s 
architecture, behavior, training), but it’s at 
least some initial reason to take the 
hypothesis seriously.



Overall

• I don’t think there is remotely conclusive 
evidence that LLMs are conscious.

• But their impressive general abilities give at least 
limited initial support for taking the hypothesis 
seriously, and for considering reasons against.



Plan

1. Clarify consciousness.

2. Examine reasons in favor of LLM 
consciousness

*3. Examine reasons for thinking LLMs aren’t or 
cannot be conscious.

4. Draw conclusions and build a roadmap.



Reasons to Deny LLM 
Consciousness?

• If you think large language models aren’t 
conscious, articulate a feature X such that

(1) LLMs lack X

(2) If a system lacks X it probably isn’t 
sentient.

and give good reasons for (1) and (2).



Candidates for X

• X = biology

• X = senses and embodiment

• X = world-models and self-models

• X = recurrent processing

• X = global workspace

• X = unified agency

• …



1. X = Biology

• Consciousness requires biology?

• Would rule out all AI consciousness if 
correct!

• Highly contentious — I’ve addressed this 
and other general arguments against AI 
consciousness elsewhere.



2. X = Senses and 
Embodiment

• LLMs have no sensory processing, so they 
can’t sense.  They have no bodies, so they 
can’t act.

• So they have no sensory and agentive 
consciousness?  And perhaps no genuine 
meaning or cognition (symbol grounding)?



2. X = Senses and 
Embodiment

• Response:  A system with no senses and no 
body (e.g. a brain in a vat) could still be 
conscious?

• LLM+s with sensory processes and 
embodiment are developing fast: e.g. vision-
language models, language-action models.







Challenge: develop robust perception-
language-action models with rich senses 

and bodies, perhaps in virtual worlds





3. X = World-Models 
(and Self-Models)

• Bender, Gebru, et al:  LLMs are stochastic 
parrots.

• Marcus: They just do statistical text 
processing.

• They just minimize text prediction error.

• They don’t have genuine understanding, 
meaning, world-models.



Training vs Processing

• It’s true that LLM’s are trained to minimize 
prediction error in string-matching.  But their 
processing isn’t just string-matching.

• Analogy: maximizing fitness during evolution can 
lead to novel processes post-evolution.

• Likewise: Minimizing string prediction error 
during training can lead to novel processes post-
training.



From Prediction to 
World-Models?

• It’s plausible that truly minimizing prediction error 
would require deep models of the world.

• Substantive question: has this happened already in 
LLMs?

• Interpretability research gives some evidence of 
some robust world-models (less so for self-
models).





Challenge: build LLM+s with robust
world-models and self-models



4. X = Recurrent 
Processing

• LLM’s are feedforward systems and lack 
memory-like internal states.

• Many theories of consciousness (integrated 
information theory, recurrent processing 
theory) say recurrent processing/memory 
is required for consciousness.





Recurrence in LLMs?

• LLMs have quasi-memory and quasi-
recurrence by using recirculated outputs 
and a long window of inputs.  Is this good 
enough?

• Also: Not all consciousness involves 
memory.  And there are many recurrent 
LLMs and memory-extended LLM+s.



Challenge: build LLM+s with genuine 
recurrence and genuine memory



5. X = Global Workspace

• Global workspace theory: consciousness 
involves a global workspace for making 
information accessible?



Global Workspace in 
LLMs?

• Standard LLMs don’t obviously have a 
global workspace, but extensions may. 

• Bengio and colleagues have used a global 
workspace to co-ordinate shared neural 
modules

• Juliani et al (2021) argue that Perceiver IO 
(LLM+ for handling rich inputs and outputs) 
implements a global workspace.





Challenge: build LLM+s with 
global workspace



6. X=Unified Agency

• LLMs can take on many personas, like 
actors or chameleons.

• They lack stable goals and beliefs of their 
own, so aren’t really unified agents?

• Consciousness requires more unity?



Responses

1. Some people are highly disunified (e.g. 
dissociative identity disorders).

2. Maybe a single LLMs has multiple agents 
depending on context/prompts?

3. More unified LLMs are possible!  E.g. person 
models or creature models.





Challenge: build LLM+s that are unified 
person models or creature models



Summary

• X = biology — highly contentious, permanent

• X = senses/embodiment — contentious, temporary

• X = world-model — unobvious, temporary

• X = global workspace — unobvious, temporary

• X = recurrent processing — strongish, temporary

• X = unified agency — strongish, temporary



Plan

1. Clarify consciousness.

2. Examine reasons in favor of LLM 
consciousness

3. Examine reasons for thinking LLMs aren’t or 
cannot be conscious.

*4. Draw conclusions and build a roadmap.



Analysis: Current LLMs

• None of the reasons for denying 
consciousness in current LLMs are conclusive, 
but some are reasonably strong.

• These reasons together might yield low 
credence in current LLM sentience: <10%?



Analysis: Future LLM+

• LLMs and LLM+s are developing fast.

• Senses and embodiment, world- and self-
models, recurrence, global workspace, 
unified goals: here/soon.

• In ten years: virtual perception-language-
action unified agents with all these features, 
exceeding (say) fish capacities? 

• Credence in 2032 AI consciousness: >20%?



Challenge: fish-level cognition/
intelligence by 2032?



Underlying Problems

• Problem 1: We don’t understand 
consciousness.

• Challenge: better scientific and 
philosophical theories of consciousness

• Problem 2: We don’t really understand 
what’s going on in LLMs.

Challenge: better scientific and 
philosophical theories of consciousness

Challenge: better ML interpretability



Conclusion

• Questions about AI consciousness aren’t going 
away.

• Within ten years, even if we don’t have human-
level AGI, we may well have systems that are 
serious candidates for consciousness.

• Meeting the challenges to LLM consciousness 
yields a potential roadmap to conscious AI.



1. Evidence: benchmarks for consciousness?
2. Theory: scientific and philosophical theories of consciousness
3. Interpretability: what’s happening inside an LLM?
4. Ethics: should we build conscious AI?

5. Rich perception-language-action models in virtual worlds
6. LLM+s with robust world-models and self-models
7. LLM+s with genuine memory and genuine recurrence
8. LLM+s with global workspace
9. LLM+s that are unified person models or creature models
10. LLM+s that describe non-trained features of consciousness
11. Fish-level capacities within a decade?

12. If that's not enough for conscious AI -- what's missing?

Summary of Challenges
(and Roadmap to LLM+ Consciousness?)


